SANCHAR NIGAM EXECUTIVES’ ASSOCIATION
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, Jaipur
No. SNEA/RAJ/Corr./2019/12

Dated: 23.05.2019

To,
Chief General Manager
Rajasthan Telecom Circle
Jaipur.
Subject: Growth related issues and pending grievances of members.
We would like to request your goodself for addressing the following issues at an earliest.
(1) Shortage of store: It is pertinent to draw your kind attention towards acute shortage
of BB modems, 5/10 prs UG cable, Wi-Fi ONTs etc. Development and maintenance
activities neither be carried out nor targets be achieved without essential store
items. Even though the field staffs are facing severe problems to retain the existing
subscribers also. It is therefore requested to kindly make necessary arrangements
for store items at an earliest.
(2) Regularisation of Temp. Advance to field officers: It has been brought to your
notice during previous meetings also that temporary advances are not being paid to
field staff for months together even after sanction, due to lack of funds but
maintenance work of field cannot be stopped. Most of the executives spent huge
amount i.e. Rs. 30,000/- to 40,000/- from their pockets. Due to capping of Rs.
10,000/- for temporary advance, thus spent amount could not be recovered. So it is
requested that to bridge this gap, so that the pending amount of an officer may be
paid in one lot as recommended by SSA head.
(3) Vehicles for maintenance of telecom network: Transmission network is vastly
spread over hundreds of kilometers. We have to maintain this network round the
clock in odd hours. Hired vehicles having limitations of running KMs and time slot
also. So it is requested that departmental vehicles should be deployed for
transmission maintenance work, so that better maintenance can be carried out to
improve the quality of service.
(4) Outsourcing residential quarters of BSNL: Residential quarters of BSNL are lying
vacant in huge numbers at various SSAs. Due to poor maintenance, these quarters
are in shabby condition. Though the funds under OPEX are not being given by
corporate office but some way has to be found out for maintenance of these
quarters so these quarters can be rented out and good revenue can be earned in
this very grave situation.
(5) Request transfer of executives: Association has requested for consideration of
request transfers of executives those have completed two years at working station.
Your good self has told that due to ban on Govt cost transfers, relievers cannot be
posted then we agreed for considering the request transfers of executives those
have completed three years of stay. Circle office has issued orders for some of the
executives by leaving seniors in stay at working station i.e. Sh Anand Kumar Pamar
SDE Pali, Sh Rakesh Mewara SDE Bundi. Smt Shashikiran SDE Barmer and Sh B L

Maglecha SDE Barmer are also going to complete 3 years at Barmer on 27.05.2019.
So request transfer of these executives has to be issued immediately and executives
who are going to complete three years at working station should also be issued and
arrange to get relieved them earliest.
(6) Payment of medical bills of non-empanelled hospitals at CGHS rates: it is stated
that relatives of employees are not aware regarding ruling of MRS. So many times
when an emergency occurs due to an accident or sudden heart problems then they
immediately rush to nearest available hospital to save the life of the patient without
knowing empanelment in BSNL. So it is requested that these cases should be
considered sympathically for payment of medical bills at CGHS rates.
(7) Advance medical payment to Sh J S Chawala SDE Bikaner for open heart surgery:
Shri J S Chawala SDE is advised for open heart surgery by the Doctors, he applied for
advance medical payment. Sh Chawala is admitted in Eternal heart centre &
research centre, Jaipur on dated 22.05.2019. GMTD Bikaner approved Rs 1,55,000/
as advance medical payment, it is therefore, requested to get allot funds in this head,
so that he can get relief at the time of hardship and take proper treatment.
(8) Counting of past service of Sh Rajveer Singh Rajawat JTO(Vig)o/o PGMTD, Jaipur:
Sh Rajveer Singh Rajawat JTO(Vig) O/o PGMTD Jaipur has requested to add his past
services rendered in Opto Electronics Factory Raipur, When he was working as
chargeman grade-II in Indian Ordinance Factory Organisation, Govt of India, Ministry
of Defence, applied through proper channel for the post of JTO in BSNL and resigned
technically on his selection as JTO in BSNL, all relevant documents have already been
submitted to your good office but his request for adding past service still not been
considered. Kindly consider his request.
In view of the foregoing, we request you to kindly make the necessary intervention
for redressal of the issues at an earliest.
With regards.

(S R Sharma)
Circle Secretary

